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Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate three different methods of attachment of continuous loop suspensory
cortical preparation of all soft tissue central quad tendon grafts compared to a bone block control for anterior cruciate
ligament reconstruction on construct displacement and load to failure.Methods: Thirty-two cadaveric central quadriceps
tendon (CQT) specimens were harvested, using three clinical techniques for graft fixation: cortical button alone (BTB EB),
BTB cortical button with rip-stop suture (BTB RS), and continuous loop cortical button (BTB CL). A control group was also
included that consisted of a bone block secured within testing clamps (BTB CON). Specimens were preloaded to 150 N.
Tendons were then cyclically loaded between 50 N and 250 N for 1,000 cycles at .5 Hz. Displacement was measured at the
point of fixation of the CQT after the 150 N preload, 250 N initial load and every 100th cycle. The specimens were loaded
to failure after 1,000 cycles. Results: There was a significant increase in displacement from .32 � .56 mm for the BTB
CON to 1.91� 1.13 mm for the BTB RS (P ¼ .014) and 3.85� 2.32 mm for the BTB CL condition (P ¼ .023). There was no
significant increase in displacement for BTB EB (P ¼ .182). Failure occurred for all of the BTB CL and 62.5% of the BTB EB
specimens within the first 50 cycles. Twenty-five percent of the BTB CON specimens and 12.5% BTB RS failed at w400
and 500 cycles, respectively. Similar failure loads were observed for the BTB CON and the BTB RS (446.4 � 151.46 N vs
505.74 � 131.41 N; P ¼ .99) Failure testing was not feasible for the BTB CL and BTB EB preparation methods. Con-
clusion: In response to cyclic loading, the three all-soft tissue suspensory conditions experienced significantly greater
displacement compared to the bone block controls. None of the soft-tissue conditions appeared superior when compared
to each other. Clinical Relevance: It remains unknown which method of soft-tissue suspensory provides optimal fix-
ation. As these autografts become more common, it is essential to evaluate which fixation methods provide superior
outcomes
Introduction
entral quadriceps tendon (CQT) autograft has been
Cgaining popularity for anterior cruciate ligament

(ACL) reconstruction. The reported rate of CQT as a
graft choice for ACL reconstruction increased from
2.5% in 2010 to 11% in 2014.1,2 In a recent publication
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from the ACL Study Group, surveying orthopaedic
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respectively.3 This trend may be related to several fac-
tors such as hamstring tendon (HT) grafts having a
higher rate of infection and a greater risk of rerup-
ture.4,5 CQT grafts are also larger and stronger than
bone-patella tendon-bone (BPTB) grafts,6 and the CQT
autograft has a low donor site morbidity profile
compared to BPTB, while offering favorable anatomical
and biomechanical properties.7

Biomechanical studies have shown that the CQT has a
higher maximum tensile load (2,173e2,352 N),6,8,9

compared to the BPTB graft (1,580 N) and native ACL
(1,725e2,106 N).6,10,11 Histologically, the CQT has
20% more collagen fibrils per cross-sectional area than
the patellar tendon.7 Clinically, the CQT autograft has
shown favorable results as a choice for ACL recon-
struction while avoiding some of the postoperative
complications associated with BPTB and HT auto-
grafts.12,13 A 2015 systematic review of 14 studies
showed no difference between CQT graft re-
constructions when compared to other graft choices
with regard to arthrometric, Lachman, or pivot shift
testing.14 Five of the 14 studies indicated less donor site
morbidity, including anterior knee pain and patellar
fracture, with CQT compared to BPTB. A 2014 pro-
spective study comparing CQT to BPTB tendon grafts
showed no significant difference in laxity as measured
by KT-1000 at 2 years postoperation.13 Additionally,
the CQT group had a significantly lower rate of pivot-
shift compared to the BPTB group (14% vs 38%,
respectively).13 This study also demonstrated lower
rates of anterior knee pain for CQT patients (7%)
compared to BTB patients (34%). When compared to
HT grafts, the CQT grafts preserves the function of the
hamstrings, which serve as an ACL agonist, suggesting
that CQT harvest results in a protective hamstring to
quadriceps muscle strength ratio, which may result in
lower stress rates on the ACL.12

Multiple techniques have been described for the
harvest and fixation of CQT for ACL
reconstruction.15e21 Techniques include full and partial
thickness tendon harvest, both with and without the
harvest of a bone block from the superior pole of the
patella. The use of a bone block has the advantage of
bony healing within the tunnel.22 All soft tissue grafts
have the advantage of a smaller incision and decreased
anterior knee pain, and they remove the risk of po-
tential patella fracture.7 However, soft tissue-based CQT
grafts rely on the strength of the graft preparation
technique, often using high-strength sutures with or
without a suspensory fixation device, which is often the
weak point in the construct that may contribute to
failure18,23 These factors have created controversy as to
what is the optimal fixation method for CQT autografts.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate three

different clinical methods of attachment of continuous
loop suspensory cortical preparation of all soft tissue
CQT grafts for ACL reconstruction on construct
displacement and load to failure. We hypothesised that
the addition of a rip-stop suture to a BTB Endobutton
(Smith and Nephew, Inc., Andover, MA) passed
through the soft tissue graft would provide similar cyclic
and load to failure characteristics to a graft remaining
attached to a patellar bone block.

Methods

Specimen Preparation
Thirty-two fresh-frozen extensor mechanisms,

including quadriceps tendon and patella, were har-
vested from human cadaveric knee specimens (mean
[SD] age ¼ 68.6 [6.0] years; 16 males) that were pro-
cured from an independent and anonymous body
donation program (ScienceCare, Inc., Phoenix AZ). The
study protocol was reviewed and approved in adher-
ence with the tissue use and ethical guidelines of dei-
dentified cadaveric tissue. The tendons were wrapped
in saline-soaked gauze, plastic wrap, and sealed in a
plastic bag for storage in a freezer (�18�C) prior to
testing. The quadriceps tendon specimens were thawed
for approximately 3 hours prior to preparation and
testing. Any remaining quadriceps muscle and adipose
tissue were carefully dissected from the final graft. The
specimens were moistened with a saline solution
throughout preparation and testing to minimize soft
tissue desecration.

Graft Preparation
The specimens were randomly allocated into 1 of 4

groups: (1) CQT with bone block that served as a control
group (BTB CON; n ¼ 8); (2) all soft tissue CQT with
BTB Endobutton alone (BTB EB; n ¼ 8); (3) all soft
tissue CQT with BTB Endobutton with rip-stop suture
(BTB RS; n ¼ 8); and (4) all soft tissue CQT with
continuous loop Endobutton (BTB CL; n ¼ 8) (Fig 1).
For the BTB CON group, a partial-thickness tendon graft
of rectus femoris was harvested measuring 12 mm � 6
mm with a 12 mm � 10mm � 6 mm patellar bone. For
the BTB EB group a 40-mm BTB Endobutton (Smith &
Nephew, Andover, MA) was passed through a 12 mm �
6 mm partial-thickness tendon harvested without bone
or periosteal flap. The mean (SD) length of the grafts
was 60.1 (20.9) mm. A small puncture was made
through the central portion of the tendon 2 cm from the
distal end of the tendon. For the BTB RS group, the
partial-thickness tendon graft was prepared in an iden-
tical fashion as group two, with the addition of a no. 2
Ethibond (Ethicon Inc., Somerville, NJ) suture. The
suture was passed through the tendon 3 times in a whip
stitch fashion from distal to proximal and then proximal
to distal that tubularized the distal portion of the graft,
acting as a rip-stop stitch for the Endobutton. For the
BTB CL group, a 12 mm � 6 mm partial thickness



Fig 1. Demonstration of the different tendon preparations bone block (A), BTB with Endobutton alone (B), BTB Endobutton
with rip-stop suture (C), and continuous loop Endobutton (D).
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tendon graft was harvested along with a 2-cm periosteal
flap from the superior aspect of the patella. A no. 2 high-
strength looped suture (Ultrabraid, Smith & Nephew)
was passed three times through the tendon starting 2 cm
proximal to the distal aspect of the tendon. The perios-
teal flap was then passed through a 20-mm CL Endo-
button and folded over onto the tendon. The same
looped suture was then passed 3 times around the loop
of the Endobutton, securing the periosteal flap to the
tendon. A final 3 throws of the loop suture were passed
to return to the starting point of the suture. Each CQT
tendon was harvested and prepared by a single
fellowship-trained orthopaedic surgeon, and all of the
soft tissue graft preparation techniques are representa-
tive of the clinical preparation.24

Experimental Set-Up
The musculotendinous end of the CQT was secured

within a set of custom tissue grips that were connected to
a 10 kN load cell (Dynacell 2527-207; Instron, Norwood
MA), subsequently attached to the actuator of an Instron
materials testing system (Eletropuls E10000; Instron).
For the all-soft tissue grafts using suspensory prepara-
tion, the cortical button was passed through a hole in a
custom steel block (95 mm � 45 mm � 15 mm). For the
BTB CON specimens, custom grips were used to rigidly
secure the bone block during testing (Fig 2A).
Markers were affixed to the end of the tendon grafts
and a custom-designed marker block was used as a
static marker and was rigidly secured to the steel block.
For the BTB CON specimens, one marker was attached
to the bone block, while a second was attached to the
soft tissue, adjacent to the bone block (Fig 2B). A line
was placed on the bone block at the level of the grips,
with an indelible marker, to visually monitor if any
slippage occurred within the grips during testing.
Overall, the specimens were not observed to move
relative to the grips throughout the cyclic testing pro-
tocol. An advanced video extensometer system (AVE 2;
Instron; focal length ¼ 35 mm; 0.5-mm resolution) was
used to monitor the motion of the tendon throughout
loading (see below) and to measure the displacement
between the tendon and the static markers (Fig 2C).
The AVE was calibrated using a standardized calibration
plate as per the manufacturer’s recommendations, and
the initial gauge length was measured, while a 10-N
load was applied. To ensure that the physical charac-
teristics of the specimens were homogenous across
conditions, the width and thickness of the tendons were
measured.

Loading Protocol
The specimens were preloaded to 150 N for 10 s. The

tendons were then cyclically loaded between 50 N and



Fig 2. Biomechanical testing set up. (A) For the all-soft tissue
grafts using suspensory fixation, the cortical button was
passed through a hole in a custom steel block (95 mm � 45
mm � 15 mm). For the bone-block specimens, custom grips
were used to rigidly secure the bone block during testing. (B)
An advanced video system was used to measure the
displacement between the end of the tendon and static
markers. (C) For the Bone Block Group, the markers were
placed on the bone block while a second was attached to the
soft tissue, directly adjacent to the bone block.
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250 N for 1,000 cycles at .5 Hz. The test was only
stopped if catastrophic failure occurred to any
component of the system; otherwise, the specimens
were loaded for the duration of the 1,000 cycles.25,26

Video was recorded (10 frames/s) throughout the en-
tirety of testing. After the 1000th cycle, the specimens
were tested to failure by applying a tensile load at 50
mm/min until failure (e.g., suture breakage, suture
pull-out, tendon-grip slippage) was detected.26 For the
specimens that failed prior to the cyclic testing, the
force they failed at was used as their failure force (less
than 250 N), while the specimens that failed during
the cyclic testing protocol were considered to have
failed at 250 N.
Data Analysis
The displacement of the CQT was measured at the

150-N preload, the initial 250-N load (0 cycles), the
20th cycle, the 50th cycle, and every 100th cycle; these
data points were used in further analysis. The dis-
placements at the 150-N preload and 250-N initial load
states were calculated as the change from the resting
state when only a 10-N load was being applied. The
cyclic loading displacements were zeroed/adjusted, ac-
cording to the displacement observed at the initial 250-
N load, and these values were used for the statistical
analysis. For the failure trials, the load at failure was
determined from the force-time curve, and the location
of failure was recorded and documented with pictures.
To determine the effect of the four configurations on
displacement at the 150-N preload and the initial 250-N
load, a one-way ANOVA was used. To statistically
compare the displacement that occurred across the
entire cyclic loading protocol a two-way mixed
repeated-measures ANOVA was performed; prepara-
tion type was the between-specimen variable, while
cycles were the within-specimen variable. Finally, a
one-way ANOVA was completed to statistically analyze
the failure force data, as well as to compare the physical
characteristics of the CQT specimens. Post hoc effect
sizes and power were calculated and assessed according
to Levine and Hullett,27 and all statistical tests were
performed in IBM SPSS version 23 (IBM, Armonk, NY).
A Bonferroni adjustment was used for all post hoc tests,
and alpha was set at .05.

RESULTS

Preload Displacements
Following the 150 N preload, there was a statistically

significant increase in the means � SD displacement
0.32 � .56 mm for the BTB CON condition to 1.91 �
1.13 mm for the BTB RS (P ¼ .014) and 3.85 � 2.32
mm for the BTB CL condition (P ¼ .023) (Fig 3A).
Although not statistically significant (P ¼.182), there
was a large difference (effect size ¼ 1.13) in displace-
ment between the BTB CON and the BTB EB (1.59 �
1.48 mm) (Fig 3A). The means � SD displacements
were further increased in response to the 250 N load,
and the differences between the BTB CON (0.36 � .58
mm) and BTB RS (2.65 � .94 mm) and the BTB CL
(5.14 � 2.99 mm) were statistically significant (P ¼ .011
and P < .001, respectively) (Fig 3B). There was a large
(effect size ¼ 1.38), but nonsignificant (P ¼ .186), dif-
ference between the bone block and the BTB EB
(2.89 � 2.52 mm) conditions (Fig 3B).

Cyclic Loading
All of the BTB CL and five of the BTB EB specimens

failed within the first 50 cycles of the cyclic testing
protocol. In addition, two of the bone block specimens



Fig 3. Comparions of the mean (SD) disaplcements of the
distal end of the tendon across fixation types in reponse to
the 150-N preload (A) and the the initial 250-N load (B) *P <
.05.
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and one of the BTB RS specimens failed at w400 and
500 cycles, respectively. Therefore, the statistical
analysis of the cyclic testing data did not include the
BTB CL or BTB EB specimens, and only six of the BTB
CON and seven of the BTB RS tendons. There was a
significant interaction between cycles and preparation
type (P < .001; effect size ¼ .435; power ¼ 1.00) such
that the displacement was significantly smaller in the
bone block compared to the BTB RS conditions at all
cycles (P < .001 at all cycles) (Fig 4). In addition,
within the BTB CON condition, there were no signif-
icant differences in displacement between any subse-
quent number of cycles (P ¼ 1.00 at all cycles).
However, within the BTB RS condition, there were
significant increases in the displacements between
subsequent cycles at 200 versus 300 cycles (P ¼ .001-
.020) and again between 400 versus 500 (P ¼ .015)
and 600 versus 700 cycles (P ¼ .010) (Fig 4).
Load to Failure
The BTB CON and the BTB RS grafts failed at mean �

SD load of 446.4 � 151.46 N and 505.74 � 131.41 N,
respectively, and were not statistically different (P ¼
.99) (Fig 5). However, the BTB EB failed at a signifi-
cantly lower load (302.32 � 136.20 N) compared to the
BTB RS (P ¼ .013) and the BTB CL failure load
(227.87 � 15.67 N) was significantly lower than both
the bone block (P ¼ .009) and the BTB RS (P ¼ .001)
conditions (Fig 5).

Mechanism of Failure
All of the BTB CL specimens failed as a result of the

suture pulling through the flap and suture construct,
while all of the BTB EB specimens failed by having the
loop pull through the tissue. The addition of the rip-
stop to the BTB RS prevented the loop from pulling
all of the way through the tissue initially, but failure
occurred in 100% of the specimens as a result of the
loop applying pressure to the rip-stop constricting the
tissue and eventually pulling through. Finally, 57.1% of
the BTB CON specimens failed at the bone block grip
interface, 28.6% experienced a failure within the
tendon tissue, and 14.3% experienced an avulsion off
the bone block.

Discussion
The main finding of this study is that each of the all

soft tissue suspensory preparation methods experienced
significantly greater displacement with preload and
cyclic loading compared to the BTB CON. Early failure
was noted for the majority of specimens in the BTB CL
and BTB EB groups during cyclic testing, while six of
the BTB CON and all of the BTB RS groups completed
the cyclic testing without complete tissue failure and
were available for the failure testing. While the load-to-
failure of the BTB RS was similar to that of the BTB
CON, the all soft tissue preparation had already expe-
rienced significant displacement (>3 mm) that was
representative of clinical failure.25 Importantly, all of
the BTB CL group failed early in the cyclic testing
(failure at the tissue flap), while only 37.5% of the BTB
EB group completed the cyclic loading, with all failures
involving the loop pulling through the tissue. Although
the addition of the rip-stop improved the construct
strength, all of the failures of the BTB RS involved the
suture constricting the tissue and pulling the loop
through the center of the tendon.
Methods for securing all soft tissue quadriceps grafts

have been previously studied.23,28 Michel et al. inves-
tigated suture type (doubled no. 2 vs single no. 5
composite suture) and stitch type (Krackow, whip and
baseball), on cyclic and load-to-failure.23 The Krackow
stitch with a doubled no. 2 suture was shown to have
the most favorable characteristics; however, the
magnitude of displacement (10.59 � �2.63 mm) in



Fig 4. Comparison of the
mean (SD) distal tendon dis-
placements between the bone
block (n ¼ 6) and the BTB RS
(n ¼ 7) fixation types and
across cycles. (*P < .05 be-
tween cycles within the BTB
RS group. An asterisk (*) de-
notes a significant difference
between the bone block and
BTB RS group at P < .05). It
should be noted that the sta-
tistical analysis was only per-
formed on the bone block and
the BTB RS specimens.

Fig 5. Comparison of the mean (SD) load to failure between
the different fixations. *P < .05.
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response to cyclic loading was significantly greater than
what we observed with the BTB RS and bone block
CQT in our study. In a similar study, Hahn et al.
compared Krackow and baseball stitches in porcine
flexor tendons.28 They also found a significantly greater
displacement (15 � �4 mm) with the Krackow stich,
which again is greater than the displacements that we
observed in our study. The difference between these
studies and ours may be due to our testing protocol. We
adjusted our cyclic loading data with respect to the
displacements that occurred following the preloading
stages of testing. This represents the clinical scenario in
which the prepared graft is preloaded on the back table
to remove suture creep prior to inserting the graft into
the knee. We also hypothesized that the use of the
continuous loop device would reduce the amount of
displacement in the construct, by removing the issue of
suture creep within the soft tissue graft, as is observed
with the more traditional Krakow and whip suture
configurations. Furthermore, the weak link in soft tis-
sue suture application is often the method of fixation of
the suture to bone. Sutures tied over a cortical button or
screw post have the potential for knot slippage and loss
of graft fixation.29 Continuous loop cortical suspensory
fixation devices, such as the Endobutton CL (Smith and
Nephew, Inc.), have been shown to provide the stron-
gest fixation properties for soft tissue grafts.25,26

Our soft tissue displacements are consistent with
those reported in studies by Sakaguchi et al.30 and
Eguchi et al.25 in both magnitude and pattern. In these
studies, there was an abrupt increase in displacement
between 0 and 200 cycles followed by a slow leveling
out to 1,000 cycles.25,30 With respect to load to failure,
Eguchi et al. compared soft tissue fixation of fixed loop
versus adjustable loop devices.25 The fixed loop
(Endobutton CL) failed at approximately 1,100 N
compared to 870 N with the adjustable loop (Tight-
rope), with the majority of failures attributed to tendon
rupture (Endobutton) and broken loops (Tightrope).
Two other studies determined that the displacement or
slippage of hamstring grafts was approximately .6 mm
to 3 mm depending on the type of fixation that was
used.31,32 Both of these studies used screws, washers,
and anchors as their mode of fixation, which are me-
chanically different than the suspensory fixation de-
vices that were tested in our study.
A previous study comparing CQT and BTB grafts

observed load to failure to be 2,189 N and 1,580 N,
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respectively.6 These failure loads are larger than those
reported in our study, with the differences potentially
being attributed to the different experimental setups.
For example, in the current study a partial thickness
CQT graft used compared to the full-thickness graft
used in the previous study. In addition, Shani et al.
cemented their bone blocks while our BTB CON were
secured with mechanical clamps.6 Although the pres-
sure exerted by the clamps used in this investigation
may be indicative of the pressure exerted by an inter-
ference screw, fixation of the bone blocks should not be
interpreted clinically and was included to serve only as
a control group. While using a fixation screw would
better replicate the clinical scenario, we opted to use the
mechanical grips to reduce the variability that would
have been introduced by incorporating interreference
screws. The loads to failure reported in our study fall
within a range of those for four-strand hamstring
tendon grafts reported to be from 445 N to 2,421 N
depending on the type of fixation used,31e33 Finally,
our results also agree favorably with a study that noted
a failure load of 606.3 N when an interference screw
was used for tibial side fixation.34

When compared to the BTB CON specimens, the BTB
RS had the same load to failure but displayed signifi-
cantly greater tendon displacement at all cycles. It
should be reiterated that two of the BTB CON speci-
mens and one of the BTB RS specimens failed at w400
and 500 cycles, respectively. However, it has been
suggested that displacements greater than 3 mm
represent a clinical failure of the fixation, as this inhibits
graft healing.25 Even if bone-tendon healing still takes
place, the progressive displacement may lead to
decreased postoperative stability and failure of the
reconstruction. Applying this failure criteria to the
current study, all of the BTB RS would have failed be-
tween 200 and 300 cycles after accounting for the dis-
placements incurred from the preload.
While caution must be used when interpreting the

BTB CON results in comparison to the clinical envi-
ronment using an interference screw, the results do
suggest that fixation may be improved using a bone
block. Although the BTB CON specimens exhibited
significantly less displacement in response to the cyclic
loading, this must be balanced with the risks associated
with bone block harvesting, such as postoperative
anterior knee pain or patella fracture.35e37 Fu et al.
examined a series of 57 patients that underwent CQT
harvest with bone block and found an incidence of
3.5% intraoperative patella fracture and 8.8% at 2
years follow-up; some of these fractures were only seen
on computed tomography scan and, thus, may not be
clinically relevant.36 After reviewing the fracture cases
and imaging, the authors suggested that the risk of
fracture was multifactorial and included eccentric har-
vest site (more lateral), harvesting >50% of
anteroposterior thickness, harvesting >50% of medio-
lateral width, failure of bone graft incorporation, and
stress risers at the corner of harvest site. Patellae that
have less than 27% of their thickness harvested for a
bone block are also less likely to fracture than those that
have 42% of their thickness harvested.37 With appro-
priate harvesting technique and patient selection, the
risk of patella fracture can be minimized, thus making
CQT with bone plug potentially a safer and more stable
graft choice.

Limitations
Limitations in this study include the small sample size

for each testing group and the relatively older age of the
specimens. Despite the small sample, effect sizes were
large, and the post hoc power analysis indicated that it
was adequately powered. Additionally, early failure
during cyclic testing further reduced sample size and
may limit the applicability of load-to-failure testing.
With respect to the testing methodology, the line of pull
in the current study does not necessarily reflect the
physiological stresses placed on the grafts in a human
knee. Previous studies have shown higher loads to
failure in physiological stresses compared to a straight
line of pull.10,11 Changing the orientation may have an
effect on cyclic loading and rate of displacement. Our
study also did not incorporate tibia-sided fixation.
Although this could have altered graft behavior, this
was outside of the scope of our study, as we were
examining the difference in femur-sided suspensory
fixation devices. Additionally, tibia-sided fixation
would have been standard in all four groups and, thus,
would not have added any additional between-group
changes. Finally, it is difficult to interpret what the
displacement in this biomechanical model would
translate to in vivo and if this would create symptomatic
laxity. The threshold for failure and revision surgery in
the context of ACL reconstruction is generally regarded
as persistent symptomatic laxity.

Conclusion
The bone block controls experienced significantly less

displacement when compared to the 3 all-soft tissue
fixation suspensory devices. However, the BTH RS
specimens failed at similar forces compared to the BTB
CON group.
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